In Korea, August 15 marks both the liberation from colonialism (1945) 
Introduction
August 15 (henceforth: 8.15) has a double-meaning in South Korean contemporary history. It marks both the liberation from Japanese colonial rule in 1945 and the promulgation of the Republic of Korea (henceforth: South Korea) in 1948. From an ethnic-nationalist perspective, 1945 marks the moment when the ancient nation of Korea was liberated from Japanese colonialism. The year 1948, with the establishment of the Southern and Northern governments, marks the political division of the Korean peninsula in two ideologically opposed modern nation-states. In the shadows of the emerging Cold War, South Korea, as part of the US centred UN world system, de jure constituted a liberal democracy. However, in reality a rigorous anticommunist system to justify autocratic rule was to become its raison d'être from the very moment of state-foundation onwards.
In historiography, a central issue is how to interpret the legacy of the events of 1945-1948 (the liberation period), and whether to narrate them as a continuity or a rift in Korean history. Division constitutes a national tragedy in ethnic history. Therefore, re-unification is a national goal in Korean contemporary historiography. However, with an ever-growing economic and social disparity between the North and South, unification is increasingly perceived as a burden rather than the only destination among younger generations of South Koreans (Campbell 2016) . These tendencies are also reflected in the New Right's attempts to re-narrate South Korean history, as this paper will clarify below.
In public memory, 8.15 is called kwangbokchŏl 광복절/光復節, literally 'the day of the return of the light.' Since the mid-1950s, 8.15 is primarily associated with the liberation (haebang 해방/解放) from Japanese colonial rule in 1945. For example, 1995 therefore did not count as marking the "47th kwangbokchŏl" but the "50th kwangbokchŏl." In this paper, I focus on the New Right's attempts to change public memory regarding 8.15 and the debate that resulted out of it. This happened in two ways. First, New Right affiliated scholars proposed their views through newspaper columns, journal articles, and debates. Regarding 8.15, they proposed a narrative centred on the events and legacy of 1948, thus a memory focused on the establishment and achievements of the South Korean state, the so-called kŏn'guk sagwan 건국사관/建國史観 ('national foundation historical view,' henceforth: kŏn'guk view). Second, a number of lawmakers repeatedly attempted to re-name 8.15 from kwangbokchŏl to kŏn'gukchŏl 건국절/建國節, thereby aiming for a memorial day remembering history as interpreted by the kŏn'guk view.
First, after a brief overview of prior research, I will summarise the emergence of the New Right. In which socio-political context did it take place? What did the New Right stand for? How is the emergence of the New Right evaluated in South Korean academia? Second, I will outline how public memory and memorial days are created and how they are connected to historical writing. How was South Korean public memory created? Where does South Korea as a state draw its historical legitimacy from in the reality of political division? 2 The historical meaning of kwangbok in a South Korean context was analysed by historian Sŏ Chung-sŏk (an opponent to the kŏn'guk view) as part of the number of academic publications that sprang from the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute. Sŏ pointed out the original meaning of kwangbok as incorporating "foundation" and "(re-gaining) independence," kwangbokchŏl therefore being a deliberate choice to commemorate both the liberation of 1945 and the proclamation of the government of 1948 (Sŏ 2009: 54-56; 62) . Sŏ also points out that a shift in meaning has taken place since the 1960s, with kwangbok shifting to "liberation" (ibid.). This usage of kwangbok strictly meaning "liberation" is found in primary sources of the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute, e.g., in the draft bills to re-name 8.15 from 2007 and 2008, in Lee Myung-bak's commemoration speech on 8.15, or in Yi Yŏng-hun's column of July 2006. Later on, New Right scholars Yi Yŏng-hun (2011: 62-67) and Yang Tong-an (2016: 134-140) came to the same conclusions as Sŏ. However, for them, the shift in meaning from "independence" = "foundation" to "liberation" does not represent a natural shift, but rather a "distortion of history" that "provided an opportunity for memory of the foundation to be forgotten" and therefore "needs to be corrected."
Before I analyse the chronologic events, I sum up the kŏn'guk view's core argumentation regarding the events and legacy of the 1948 state formation as can be deducted from primary sources of the analysed period. The analysis itself attempts to answer three major research questions: First, I trace the origins and the emergence of the kŏn'guk view and the attempts to re-name 8.15, as well as how this historical view got politicised. Second, I show how the politicisation led to the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute. How did the dispute progress? When was its peak? Who participated in the dispute and how? How did it end? Third, by conducting a quantitative and qualitative analysis of newspaper reporting on the issue, I clarify what the fault lines of the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute were.
Regarding methodology, I use a historical discourse analysis. I approach the topic from the concept of "official memory" and "official history." How is official memory defined and how are such narratives challenged? Furthermore, presuming the South Korea of the 2000s to be a "well-established nation-state," I employ the concept of "banal nationalism" as a means for source criticism. For Billig, nationalism does not only constitute the core of the very creation of nation-states (cf. Anderson 1983; Gellner 1983) or the periphery of established nation-states (e.g., far-right nationalism), but is at the core of well-established nation-states. Billig terms this aspect of nationalism as "banal nationalism." Such nationalism is daily reproduced, e.g., in the form of weather forecasts or sports coverage. "Banal nationalism operates with prosaic, routine words, which take nations for granted, and which, in so doing, inhabit them" (Billig 1995: 93) . Creating a space of "us" versus "them," banal nationalism unconsciously shapes identities.
In other words, nationalism is neither something historical nor negative, but something every one of us unconsciously experiences on a daily basis; "it becomes something surplus to everyday life" (ibid.: 42). In particular, newspaper editorials become a nationalised syntax of hegemony, employing a complex deixis of "here" and "now" (ibid.: 114-119) . Thus, in the present study, newspaper editorials and columns become a primary source for analysing the argumentation and fault lines in the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute.
Preceding Studies on the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute
A serious problem for selection arises regarding existing literature on the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute: namely, objectivity. If a study on the topic is written with a clear "goal," such as legitimising or de-legitimising certain points of view, this research becomes a primary source, not a prior study. For the analysed topic, only one paper could be found that in some detail dealt with the chronology of the 2008 commemoration events and the attempts to change the meaning of 8.15 (Ha 2012) . However, Ha rarely used any primary sources in his analysis and instead of analysing the origins of the kŏn'guk view, he focused on the political aspects of the 2008 kŏn'guk commemoration events.
Other papers focus on concrete contents of the kŏn'guk view, such as the constitution and its meaning, the way history is written, or the way history is narrated in the kŏn'guk view. Chi Su-gŏl (2016) states that one major obstacle for resolving this dispute is that the South Korean constitution allows for pluralistic interpretations. Chi argues that, more than anything, a dialogue between different schools of thought needs to take place to resolve the issue. Similarly, Yi Wan-bŏm (2009) points out that whether one reads kŏn'guk as the foundation of the "political (nation-) state" (1919, 1948) or the "ethnic nation" ("ancient"), or regarding the modern nation-state in the sense of ethnic history (1919) or international law (1948), one necessarily arrives at different conclusions. Ko Chi-hun (2008) traces the core of the dispute in whether to approach history from the point of the "elite" or the "mass" (minjung 민중/民衆). In this context, for the ruling elite, South Korea was a legitimate state, a bulwark of antiCommunism during the Cold War that successfully developed its economy and society. For the ruled mass, however, there was a sharp discrepancy between constitutional theory and lived experience: their reality was state violence and authoritarianism. For Ko, the New Right's version of history is a history from a macro perspective, blindly objectivising statistical data and putting them in a large, comparative perspective, thus ignoring the individual sufferings of the Korean people.
All in all, there are three shortcomings in the existing literature: First, there is not a single study on the emergence of the kŏn'guk view in conservative intellectual thought and how it became the core narrative of the 2008 commemoration events, neither in Korean nor in other languages. Second, there is no pre-existing analysis of the dispute that was a result of its adoption as the official narrative. Third, much of the published literature in Korean tends to be biased towards one view or the other.
The Emergence of the New Right in the Early 2000s
3 Against the background of two progressive governments and historical reconciliation policies, the (self-proclaimed) South Korean New Right (henceforth: New Right) 3 It must be noted that another major interest for the New Right-apart from how to evaluate and narrate (South) Korean contemporary history-is the question of Japanese colonialism and its legacy. Topics related to these trends include primarily economic and legal issues like the Colonial Modernity Theory, but also sex-slavery during WW2 (the so-called "comfort women") and collaboration. However, in order not to go beyond the scope of this paper, I discuss the New Right's historical interests focused on a post-1945 (i.e., contemporary) perspective only. emerged in the mid-2000s as a challenge, not only to the progressives, but also to intellectual thought on the "conventional" conservative 4 side. For conservatives, who held power in South Korea since 1948, the election of Kim Dae-jung as president in 1997 marked a rift. However, because the conservative Hannara party 한나라당 (Grand National Party) still managed to hold a majority of seats in the National Assembly, many conservatives saw the victory of Kim Dae-jung as an interim situation. When in 2003 the progressive Roh Moo-hyun consecutively won the presidential election, this began to change. Conservatives tried to impeach Roh in his first year of government but failed. Following the failed impeachment, Roh's Uri Party (yŏllin uridang 열린우리당) won the National Assembly elections in April 2004, giving the progressives control of both the executive and legislative branches of government. For conservatives, this marked a moment of existential crisis (Pak 2012: 496-497) : for the first time in their history, the conservatives were truly ousted from political power. Later on, the New Right began to refer to this period as the "ten lost years."
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, historical reconciliation policies regarding South Korean state violence and responsibility became the focus of state-sponsored historical research (cf. Suh 2010; Kim DC 2010) . In 2005, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Korea was established, which is evaluated by Suh Jae-jung (2010: 511-513) as "the culmination of a long and heroic struggle to bring the state's violence to justice.
[…] Questions of compensation, memorials, and legality began to eclipse, if not replace, those about the legitimacy, governmentality, and exceptionality of the state."
These policies are indirectly a product of over twenty years of Korean contemporary history (hyŏndaesa 현대사/現代史) as a profession, whose institutionalisation can be traced to the year 1980 (Em 2013: 152-155). 5 For the first time, the period after 1945 could be studied thoroughly without an anti-Communist and a postcolonial tunnel vision. In its first years, the discipline was heavily influenced by Cold 4 Contemporary South Korea's ideological poles are often termed as "conservative" (posu 보수/保 守) and "progressive" (chinbo 진보/進歩). For reasons of simplicity, I will stick to the use of these terms in this article.
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The publication of Haebang chŏnhusa'ŭi insik (Perceptions of Korean History Before and After Liberation; Song et al. 1979 Song et al. -1989 , henceforth Insik) marks a critical rift in Korean historiography. The aim of Insik was to construct a contemporary history free of (anti-communist, Cold War) ideology (Em 2013: 152-154) . However, as critics point out (Yu 1998) , this on the other hand turned out to be a highly ethnic nationalist history. Furthermore, research institutes focusing on the modern/contemporary period, such as the Yŏksa Munje Yŏnguso 역사문제연구소/歴史問題研究 所 (founded 1986, journals Yŏksa Munje Yŏngu 역사문제연구/ 歴 史 問 題 研 究 and Yŏksa Pip'yŏng 역사비평/歴史批評) were founded in the 1980s and form a centre of contemporary historical research in South Korea.
War Revisionists 6 like Bruce Cumings. 7 As the renowned historian Yu Yŏng-ik 유영익 notes (1998: 9-13), Cumings brought an intellectual revolution to Korean historiography, with his methods becoming mainstream in the 1990s. At the same time, Yu criticises that this in turn led to an over-focusing on the liberation period. Furthermore, the strong influence by Cold War Revisionism in term led to a narrative of powerful binaries: "genuine nationalism" versus "mindless anti-Communism," with Rhee Syngman becoming the primary target of critique and a unificationoriented historiography as its main result (Em 2013: 152-153) .
To date, there is no coherent analysis of the emergence and characteristics of the New Right in non-Korean scholarship. Among the existing literature, Chŏng Hae-gu 정해구 (2006: 216-228) provides the most detailed overview. 8 According to Chŏng, the New Right can be divided into two separate branches: one, centred on the New Right Foundation (Nyurait'ŭ Chaedan 뉴라이트재단), and another on the National New Right Association (Nyurait'ŭ Chŏn'guk Yŏnhap 뉴라이트전국연합/뉴라이트 全國聯合).
The former was focusing on offering a new theoretical and ideological framework for South Korean conservatism. This branch was rather elitist in nature, highly academic, and ambivalent towards the conservative Hannara Party, at least up to Lee Myung-bak's win in 2007 (Chŏng 2006) . The origins of this branch lie in the Liberalist Federation (Chayujuŭi Yŏndae 자유주의연대/自由主義連帶, founded in November 2004) and the Textbook Forum (Kyogwasŏ P'orŏm 교과서포럼/教科書포럼, founded in January 2005). Members of both organisations were widely overlapping (Pak 2012: 497) . Many members of the LF and TF belonged to the 386 Generation (386 sedae 386 세대/386 世代), 9 among them a high number of former leftist democracy activists (Chŏng 2006: 221) . Sin Chi-ho 신지호 or Hong Chin-p'yo 홍진표, two founders of the Liberalist Foundation, were originally members of pro-North Korean 6 Cold War Revisionism is a school of US diplomatic history dating back to the late 1950s, with historians such as William A. Williams, Denna F. Fleming, and Gabriel Kolko. "Revisionism" in this context applies to the term the meaning of change (or a set of changes) that corrects or improves an orthodox or traditional doctrine. Cold War Revisionism differs from the term "revisionism" as it is widely used in Asian Studies, where it refers mostly to the far-right, nationalistic historical revisionism as propagated by Japanese textbook revisionists (e.g., Tsukuru Kai つくる会) of the 1990s.
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The publication and translation of Bruce Cumings' first volume of The Origins of the Korean War (Cumings 1981 ) sparked a huge interest in topics dealing with post-1945 events. Cumings analysed the liberation period as a diplomatic historian with a US perspective, but his thorough use of US, UN, and Korean primary sources in his argumentation received a favourable response in South Korea. This term is used to refer to the generation of South Koreans born in the 1960s that were politically active during their student days in the 1980s. Many members of the 386 Generation are said to be much more politically left-leaning than their parents. student movements in the 1980s (so-called chusap'a 주사파), but had themselves "converted" in the early 1990s (chŏnhyangja 전향자/転向者).
For Sin and Hong, the democratisation movement incorporated two central elements: (1) simple anti-authoritarianism and (2) the ideology of minjung, a Korean version of class-conscious ideology focused on the "ordinary people/mass" as opposed to the rulers/elite.
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For Sin Chi-ho, the latter represented "leftist," "communist" elements, found in the Roh administration (Chŏng 2006: 222) . This anti-Roh, anti-North stance, criticising Roh and the progressives as "pro-North leftists" (chinbukchwap'a 진북좌파/親北左派), became the dominant characteristic of the "New" Right. In October 2005, eight New Right affiliated organisations, among them the LF and the TF, merged to form the New Right Network (Nyurait'ŭ Net'ŭwŏk'ŭ 뉴라이트 네트워크). In April 2006, the NRN merged into the newly founded New Right Foundation. The NRF had its own academic journal, Sidae Chŏngsin 時代精神 (Zeitgeist, published from 2006 to 2017).
The second branch, represented by the National New Right Association, was much bigger in terms of members and organisation (Chŏng 2006: 216-228) . Unlike the NRF, the NNRA was close to the Hannara Party, with both later presidents Lee Myung-bak and Park Geun-hye serving as founding members. However, despite differences between the two branches of New Right on how to approach the "old right" and how to re-structure South Korean conservatism, both branches shared the following goals and values: Highly valuing market-oriented, (neo-)liberalism; the need of becoming an "advanced nation" (sŏnjinhwa 선진화/先進化); sharp critique of the Roh government as "leftist, pro North-Korean"; and a hard-line stance towards North Korea.
A major target of the New Right were the dominant historical narratives found in South Korean textbooks and the Roh government's reconciliation policies. As early as with the LF and the Textbook Forum, these views were called to promote a 'masochistic view of history' (chahak sagwan 자학사관/自虐史観). This term, first used in September 2004 by Tonga Ilbo, appears to have been imported literally from Japanese nationalist revisionism (Ha 2007: 185-187) . The Textbook Forum mainly criticised school textbooks as being "biased" to promote "leftist" view, with its aim being to "properly re-evaluate" South Korean history and by doing so re-write (modern and contemporary) history textbooks. As Sin Chu-baek 신주백 (2006) analyses, "proper" in the context of the TF refers to a highly heroic, elite history focused on the nation-state, its rulers, and its (positive) achievements.
The significance of the New Right can be evaluated in three ways, depending on one's point of view. For political scientists and intellectual historians, the emergence of the New Right marks the "first re-orientation of conservative intellectual thought 10 For the ideology of minjung and a socio-cultural history of the dissident movement, cf. Lee 2008. since the formation of the South Korean state" (Pak 2012: 496-497) . The years following Roh's inauguration marked a point in South Korean history in which the return to power seemed almost impossible for the conservatives. In this climate, the conservatives had to re-invent themselves. As sources from the New Right's formative period reveal (Kim 2004; Im 2005) , there were high expectations in parts of South Korean society for a new branch of Korean conservatism, free from vigorous anti-Communism and corruption scandals. However, as critics like Chŏng (2006) , Sin (2006) , and Ha (2007) point out, the adoption of a thoroughly anti-Roh Moo-hyun stance in combination with a fierce hardliner policy towards North Korea aroused suspicions if the New Right were actually "new" at all. In a way, the New Right came to resemble an "internal self-questioning" of Korean conservatism (Kim 2011: 29) . The harsh stance towards North Korea in combination with neo-liberalist policies was in the Zeitgeist of the early 2000s, as most prominently seen in the Bush and Koizumi administrations.
Second, the New Right can be evaluated as the result of a generational conflict inside the 386 Generation. Although only ten out of seventy founding members of the LF were former leftist 386 Generation student activists (Chŏn 2005: 67) , "converts" like Sin Chi-ho and Hong Chin-p'yo came to assume a central role in the New Right. In this context, criticising the Roh government by using the "pro-North Korea" framing becomes an internal struggle of the 386 Generation by "converted," "awakened" activist against "leftist," "pro-North Korean" former activists serving in the Roh administration (Kim 2017) .
Third, for Korean contemporary history, the emergence of the New Right and their harsh critique on the historical reconciliation policies marks the "arrival of Japanese revisionism to South Korea" (Mun 2015: 250) . With the adoption of revisionist terminology and state-centred narratives, the New Right's historical views are summed up by some scholars, such as Ha Chong-mun 하종문, as a "ruling classcentred political history […] heavily influenced by Eurocentric views of civilisation and modernity" (Ha 2010: 33-43) . At the same time, the New Right's academic publications (especially Pak et al. 2006 ) are evaluated by Henry Em as broadening the discourse on the liberation period (Em 2013: 155-158) .
In existing studies on the New Right, the textbook issue is highly overrepresented (e.g., cf. Kim 2016), whereas there is almost no existing literature on other activities of the New Right that does not clearly "take sides." Therefore, rather than repeating how the dispute on history textbooks unfolded following the TF's foundation in 2005, I decided to focus on the New Right's attempts to re-narrate a particular aspect of South Korean public memory. In doing so, I attempt to clarify how the New Right's views were adopted by the early Lee Myung-bak administration, and how a thitherto uncontested aspect of Korean history suddenly became the centre of a dispute, resulting in a large number of books on the topic to be published by scholars.
South Korean Legitimacy, Official History, and Public Memory
The founding constitution of 1948 (Chehŏn hŏnbop 제헌헌법/政権憲法) was drafted between May and July of 1948, after the UN-observed elections in the southern parts of the peninsula on May 10. Division into two ideologically opposed nation-states was a reality at this point. Therefore, constitutionally founded historical legitimacy, both internal and external, was crucial in the moment of state institutionalisation.
In the preamble of the constitution, South Korea traces its legitimacy in two ways:
We, the people of Korea, with a glorious tradition and history from time immemorial, following the indomitable spirit of independence, as manifested and proclaimed to the world in the establishment of the Republic of Korea in the course of the March 1 Independence Movement, now at this time re-establish a democratic independent state […] .
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This choice of words draws legitimacy from both an ethnic ("from time immemorial") as well as a post-colonial viewpoint (reference to the independence movement and the provisional government, as well as the choice of Republic of Korea, Taehan min'guk 대한민국/大韓民國, as the official name of the new nation-state), therefore claiming continuity and legitimacy in the face of imminent political division.
While not referring to any specific provisional government, the choice of the country name suggests a continuity with the Shanghai Provisional Government, therefore making South Korea the only legitimate successor of this government. As Sin Yong-ok 신용옥 shows (2016: 491), this choice of words was intentionally proposed by the later president Syngman Rhee to give the soon-to-be-founded state a broader historical legitimacy. The same can be said about choosing the date of the formal promulgation of statehood to 8.15, the day that also marks liberation from colonial rule (Shin 2005: 57-58) .
Following the institutional creation of a new nation-state, public memory as part of an official historical narrative is created, one such example being the "construction of memorial days" (Koseki 2007) to support legitimacy claims of newly-founded nation-states. Memorial days are a legally defined means inside a nation-state to provide citizens of this nation-state with a sense of identity and belonging (Nora 2002: 48-49) . Essentially, a memorial day is made up of a date, a meaning (historical background), and a form (commemoration events) (Koseki 2007: 8-10) . Therefore, it needs a story its contents "occupy a normative position in the nation-state" (ibid.). This story's evidence is traced both within "history" and "memory." History in this context is defined as "official history" written by academics; a "history that provides the ruling class of a nation-state with its legitimacy and citizens with an identity, a sense of belonging" (Koseki 1999: 9-10) . This necessarily creates a space of "us" versus "them" (ibid.). Memory constitutes an action that, conforming with the present, recalls certain events and provides them with a meaning (Koseki 2007: 1-4) . Memory is both a process trying to recognise the past and a way of understanding it. However, there is no such thing as an absolute truth; rather, it is the norm that various interpretations of the same historical events coexist. In this context, the meaning of memorial days is subject to continuous interpretational change, an "endless cycle of remembering and forgetting" (Koseki 1999: 10) , but also a repetitive struggle for hegemony over narrating official history.
In a South Korean context, the creation of public memory in the form of memorial days was carried out in 1949. Four memorial days (kukkyŏngil 국경일/国慶日) were enacted by law in October: March 1 (Samilchŏl 삼일절/三一節, March 1 Movement); July 17 (chehŏnjŏl 제헌절/政憲節, day of the enactment of the founding constitution); August 15 (kwangbokchŏl, 'day of the return of the light'); and October 3 (kaech'ŏnjŏl 개천절/開天節, day of the mythical founding of Korea by Tan'gun 단군/檀君).
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Out of these four, three can be connected to ethnic nationalism (March 1, August 15, October 3), three with the modern nation-state (March 1, July 17, August 15), and two with colonialism (March 1, August 15). Among the above, only 8.15 carries a double-meaning in the sense that it refers to two autonomous incidents in Korean history.
Along with the establishment of the South Korean state and the creation of a public memory, a strict anti-Communist system, de facto out-ruling the constitution, was formalised. Historian Pak Ch'an-p'yo 박찬표 (1997) defines this as the "1948 System." In December 1948, the National Security Law (NSL, kukka poanbŏp 국가보안법/国家保安法) was enacted. Under the name of "national security" and "safety," the NSL provided the Syngman Rhee government with a powerful legal foundation to purge political opponents. In 1949 alone, around 110,000 people were arrested based on the NSL. Furthermore, the law served as a basis to dissolve the committee founded in September 1948 that had the task to purge pro-Japanese collaborators (ch'inilp'a 친일파/親日派). Instead of overcoming the past, many former pro-Japanese collaborators became important parts of the South Korean bureaucracy, police, and military (cf. Chung 2002) . The issue of collaboration is haunting South Korean society to this day and the attempt to resolve the issue during the Roh government is one major reason for the rise of the New Right.
To conclude, South Korean legitimacy claims are overshadowed by not only the Cold War division of the Korean peninsula, but also by postcolonial aspects. The gap between constitutional liberal democracy and the 1948 System and how to interpret it constitutes a deep rift between left and right up to this day.
The kŏn'guk View: A Definition
What precisely is the kŏn'guk view? For this paper, I first attempt a definition by tracing how the kŏn'guk view is argued in primary sources of the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute. The most fruitful source is a booklet on sixty years of South Korean history, edited and distributed by the Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism (Munhwa Ch'eyuk Kwan'gwangbu 문화체육관광부/文化體育観光部, henceforth: MCST) to schools, military facilities, and other public institutions in October 2008 (Pak et al. 2008) . Among its authors are the New Right affiliated historian Kang Kyu-hyŏng 강규형 and the political scientists Kim Yŏng-ho 김영호 and Kim Ir-yŏng 김일영.
Divided into six chapters, the booklet narrates South Korean history as a gradual success story. After an overview chapter summarising the later chapters (Ch. 1), the booklet's narration progresses from the "period of foundation" (as opposed to "liberation period," Ch. 2), to the decades of industrialisation and economic growth (Ch. 3), democratisation (Ch. 4), cultural achievements (Ch. 5), and closing with describing Lee Myung-bak's goal of "advancement" (Ch. 6). In Chapters 1 and 2, the reason for a kŏn'guk-centred narrative are explained in detail, as are definitions of what kŏn'guk means in relationship to liberation.
Overall, the kŏn'guk view is narrated in two key issues. The first problem is the definition of the term itself. The liberation of 1945 and the establishment of the South Korean state in 1945 are used in a metaphor of pregnancy: just as a birthday is not the day the mother became pregnant, but the day of birth, so should the legal formation of a state (1948) , rather than the first steps (1919/1945) be remembered as its foundation day (Pak et al. 2008: 35-36) . Also, agricultural metaphors of the season's first rain, tanbi 단비/甘雨 (1945), and the autumn harvest, ch 'usu 추수/秋収 (1948) , are used to clarify the relationship between liberation and foundation (ibid.).
More precisely, the term kŏn'guk is defined as:
Kŏn'guk literally connotes creating a state/nation [nara 나라]. Creating a state means to bestow a new political and economic order on people who live in a specific area. In our ethnic history, even before the establishment of South Korea there was a high number of dynastic nation-states. However, the political system of South Korea is fundamentally different from those earlier dynastic nation-states. Through the foundation of South Korea in 1948, our ethnicity for the first time in history was to live in a state in which liberalism and market economy were the fundamental principles and in which the freedom, equality, property rights and human rights were protected.
[…] the ideological and institutional groundwork was arranged (Pak et al. 2008: 52) .
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South Korea is a state created through free elections based on the founding constitution which we ourselves drafted. Since foundation, we have experienced a high number of autocratic governments and political hardships due to ideological polarities. However, we never abandoned the principles of liberalism and the market economy system (ibid.: 76).
14 Bestowing a new political and economic order in the forms of the introduction of liberal constitutionalism and a market economy system were central arguments of the New Right.
In the kŏn'guk view's argumentation, the adoption of these principles should be labelled as a "revolutionary event" that gave birth to a republican state system (Pak et al. 2008: 52) , therefore resulting in the birth of modern citizens and a "republican, patriotic identity" (ibid.: 62). These decisions lay the foundation for the economic and democratic "history of success" that is narrated in the following chapters and that was also repeated by Lee Myung-bak in his commemoration speech on August 15, 2008.
The second key issue is how to elaborate the legacy of 1948; namely, whether and how much of the period's political decisions could be and were made autonomously. The kŏn'guk view admits that "it is a truth that decisions could not be made autonomously" (Pak et al. 2008: 38) . However, the activities of Syngman Rhee, especially his policies of arguing for the establishment of a separate southern government as early as in June 1946, exemplify "overcoming internal political confusion and external difficulties, [as a result] miraculously giving birth to South Korea" (ibid.: 56). Rhee's activities, in the kŏn'guk view, mark "decisions after careful considerations" (ibid.: 65).
For proponents of these views, high voter turnout in the May 1948 elections is proof of the legitimacy of the new state, despite the North as well as Kim Ku and Kim Kyu-sik boycotting the elections (Pak et al. 2008: 59) . The formation of a Southern state as it happened is described as the result of careful consideration, a natural event. These views, as will be analysed further down, are one major reason that led to a dispute on how to deal with the legacy of 1948 in the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute. Furthermore, not only is state violence during the liberation period (nor the Kwangju uprising) not mentioned in the MCST booklet, but also the complex domestic political situation of the liberation period (cf. Cumings 1981; 1990 ) is largely undealt with, as are the independence movement(s) South Korea claims its legitimacy from.
In course of the dispute resulting from the emergence of the kŏn'guk view, specialised liberation period historians such as Sŏ Chung-sŏk 서중석, Han Hong-gu 한홍구 (Han 2009 ), Han Si-jun 한시준 (Han 2017), Pak Ch'an-p'yo (Pak 2008) , or Kim T'ong-chun 김동춘 (Kim TC 2015) pointed out the various weak points of the kŏn'guk view's argumentation, such as the discrepancy between the de jure state system and the events that actually took place. The New Right's focusing on the introduction of liberalism and market economy as state principles also gets heavily criticised by scholars, since neither of the two terms can be found in the founding constitution, but were only introduced during the Yusin 유신/維新 Constitution (e.g., Chŏng 2017: 72-73) .
However, instead of analysing the argumentation between proponents and opponents of the kŏn'guk view in scholarly publications, this paper focuses on how the kŏn'guk view emerged in broader society, how it got politicised during the early Lee Myung-bak administration, and how the issue of re-narrating 8.15 turned into a dispute involving media, politics, civil society, and scholars.
The Emergence of the kŏn'guk View (2003-2007)
The first attempts to re-write public memory on 8.15 can be traced back to 2003, when Roh Moo-hyun served his first year of office as President, although the term kŏn'guk itself was already used earlier by some conservative scholars when referring to the events of 1948 (e.g., Yang 2001) . In a rally targeting Roh's historical reconciliation and North Korea policies, conservative groups used the term "55 years kŏn 'guk." 15 Furthermore, on June 4, a draft bill to change the name of 8.15 from kwangbokchŏl to kŏn'gukchŏl was submitted in the National Assembly. Represented by Kim Yong-ha and filed by thirteen lawmakers from the oppositional Hannara Party, the draft bill argued that re-naming 8.15 would "foster unity of the people," enable a "spirit of national development," and help overcoming a "revenge attitude and victim awareness towards Japan," therefore transforming 8.15 into a "futureorientated" memorial day. Kim furthermore elaborated his views in an article pub- where he proposed to create a "foundation day" (kŏn'gukchŏl). 19 Yi argues that the South Korean youth lack proper knowledge regarding when South Korea was founded. Furthermore, he criticises the focus of the annual kwangbokchŏl commemorations on 1945, which Yi claims were resulting in a "lack of knowledge" and "negative sentiments." For Yi, a "unifying national memory" must be created, and re-naming 8.15 would create a day of celebration.
On August 14, Yi's views were reported in Chosun ilbo,
20
as well as a poll on the topic of South Korean foundation (kŏn'guk).
21
According to the poll, 67.1 per cent of respondents did not know when South Korea was founded. Furthermore, 87.6 per cent connected 8.15 with the liberation from colonial rule. However, when questioned whether 8.15 should be re-named to commemorate the foundation of South Korea, 78.4 per cent of the respondents were also in favour. The results of this poll were used not only in editorials by Chosun ilbo on August 15, 2006 and 2007, 22 but also subsequently by assemblymen (third draft bill, July 2008) and New Right affiliated scholars when arguing for the need of 8.15 (e.g., Kim YH et al. 2008: 79) .
In September 2007, a second draft bill to re-name 8.15 was submitted in the National Assembly. Proposed by Chŏng Kap-yun (Hannara Party) and nine other law-17 "Taehan min'guk, kŏn'gukchŏr'i piryohada 대한민국, 건국절이 필요하다," Kukhoebo 國会報 442, pp. 38-40.
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Yi Yŏng-hun is a key member of the New Right. Originally an economic historian with expertise on the capitalist system of the late Chosŏn period, he became increasingly involved in New Right matters. His history of South Korea, aimed at a general audience , for example, is one of the most well-known publications of the New Right. In it, Yi argues that the development of South Korea was only possible due to modernisation during the colonial period in infrastructure, the legal system, and education. makers, the contents were almost identical with the first one from 2003.
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Unlike the first one, the second draft made it into a parliamentary committee, but was dismissed eventually as "lacking support from broader society."
24
In the second half of 2007, the kŏn'guk view also emerged as an academic subject and a goal of future state commemoration events. In August, the New Right Foundation hosted a Symposium Commemorating 60 Years of Foundation (Kŏn'guk 60-nyŏn Kinyŏm Haksul Hoeŭi 건국 60 년 기념학술회의/建國 60 年記念學術会議), funded by Chosun ilbo. The proceedings were later to be published as one of the first books arguing for a re-narration of South Korean contemporary history under the kŏn'guk view (Kim YH et al. 2008) .
In November, the (civil) Preparation Committee for Commemorative Events of the 60th Anniversary of the Foundation (Kŏn'guk 60-nyŏn Kinyŏm Saŏp Chunbi Wiwŏnhoe 건국 60 년 기념사업위원회/建國 60 年記念事業委員会) was established. The aim of this committee was "to create a space of national celebration, in which the significance of the South Korean foundation is judged, and where the achievements of the people having contributed to it are [adequately] praised." 25 The committee argued that South Korean history needs to be celebrated as a "history of success," as opposed to the alleged "negative" view of history taken by the Roh government.
26
A central member of this committee, who later played a key role in propagating the kŏn'guk view, was Yi In-ho 이인호, a scholar of Russian history and former diplomat.
In December, Lee Myung-bak of the Hannara Party won the presidential election by a landslide. At this stage, the kŏn'guk view still was limited to conservative circles within the Hannara Party, conservative dailies, and a number of New Right scholars. However, this was about to change once Lee Myung-bak took office in February 2008, bringing an end to ten progressive years of the Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moohyun. Whereas the "corrective" as proposed by the committee founded in November was highly anticipated by Chosun ilbo, a sharp opponent of Roh's reconciliation 23 "Kukkyŏngir'e kwanhan pŏmnyul ilbu kaejŏng pŏmnyuran 국경일에 관한 법률 일부개정법률안," 의안번호 7486, 발의연월일 September 27, 2007, The National Assembly Information System. Seeing the 60th anniversary of foundation of South Korea in 2008, the [Kŏn'guk Committee] is established under the prime minister's office to: Elaborate on the successful history of protecting one's country, industrialisation and democratisation; providing a vision to construct an advanced first-class nation; to efficiently hold, fund, create, coordinate and carry out various commemorative events.
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The Kŏn'guk Committee consisted of seventy-five [after revision: ninety-five] members, of whom fifteen [after revision: thirty-five] were to come from politics and sixty from civil society ( §4). The prime minister along with one civil member co-headed the committee, while any necessary funds for carrying out its duties were to be provided by the state ( §13, 16). According to a report in Hankyoreh 21, the Kŏn'guk Committee received funds of roughly twenty-eight billion Won in its roughly eight months of existence.
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Among the political members were the prime minister, heads of state ministries, and local governors. Civil members were to be "a person who is trusted by the citizens and rich in knowledge and experience" ( §4). This included a list of people with such various backgrounds, of whom only Yi In-ho and Chŏng Ok-ja 정옥자 were historians. Among them, only Chŏng was a specialist in the field of Korean history (Chosŏn Period, not contemporary history).
The Kŏn'guk Committee formally started its activities on May 22, with a reception at the Blue House. The logo used in the official state events was unveiled (fig. 1) ; it consisted of two elements: a large "60" to refer to the sixtieth anniversary of South Korea, and the caption "Republic of Korea: Grand citizens, miraculous history." Besides organising and carrying out state commemoration events, a further goal of the Kŏn'guk Committee was "to create [a favourable] public opinion by hosting seminars or debates" ( §15). For example, the committee hosted a sixty-day lecture on sixty years of Korean history during the summer of 2008. [of South Korea] into advanced nations" (sŏnjinhwa) and the goal to become a "firstclass global nation" as objectives of his presidency.
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In order to achieve them, a "positive and growth-oriented view of history" was indispensable "to produce development and national unity." With Lee as the former CEO of Hyundai, it comes as no surprise that he approached history from the viewpoint of "development" and "growth." These views largely converge with the historical views proclaimed by New Right affiliated scholars, such as An Pyŏng-jik 안병직 and Yi Yŏng-hun (cf. An and Yi 2007) . Thus, at this stage, the historical views of Lee Myung-bak were closely intertwined with those of the New Right.
It is here that I trace the politicisation of the kŏn'guk view-in other words how the kŏn'guk view emerged as the official narrative of the state. The term kŏn'guk came to be used instead of kwangbok, (nambuk) chŏngbu surip (남북) 정부수립/(南 北)政府樹立, and pundan 분단/分断 when referring to the events of 1948 in official state documents of 2008.
At the same time, on July 3, Chŏng Kap-yun 정갑윤 of the Hannara Party filed another, third draft bill to re-name kwangbokchŏl in the National Assembly.
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This bill, filed by thirteen members of the Hannara Party, was the igniting spark that resulted in the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute. The dispute is unimaginable without the politicisation of the kŏn'guk view and the repeated attempts to re-name 8.15. While the creation of the Kŏn'guk Committee, or the individual actions of a number of lawmakers alone, do not necessarily symbolise a rewriting of public memory, the combined events of the first half of 2008 do so. Therefore, I quote the entire third draft bill before analysing how the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute unfolded: 8.15 is both kwangbokchŏl, the day when the liberation from Japanese colonial rule in 1945 is commemorated, and the day when South Korea in 1948 was promulgated for the first time as an independent, modern, constitutional nation-state based on liberalism and market economy.
However, the annual commemorative events limit the meaning of 8. The draft bill was largely unnoticed in the first few days following its filing. However, with the Kŏn'guk Committee preparing a commemoration event on 8.15 focused largely on 1948, the bill got noticed by the media in late July. On July 20, the progressive newspaper Hankyoreh published its first editorial on the issue. It strongly criticised the aim to introduce a kŏn'gukchŏl as a "distortion of history," a "neglect of the independence movement's history," and a "disregard for historical views held by Syngman Rhee in 1948 himself." In Japanese, I use the term "First kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute" (dai-ichiji kenkokusetsu ronsō 第一次建 国節論争) as opposed to a "second" (ongoing) kŏn'gukchŏl dispute (Vierthaler 2018 
The 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute
The analysis of the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute can be divided into two separate areas. The first one, dealt with in this section, are the activities occurring in politics and civil society between the filing and the withdrawal of the third draft bill (July-September). The second one, dealt with in the next section, is the dispute taking place in newspapers, in form of articles, columns, essays, etc. Both areas are closely intertwined, but for matters of structure, I decided to separate them into two sections.
In July, the Kŏn'guk Committee, in its presentations for the central events of 8.15, chose to name the central ceremony "60th anniversary of state foundation and 63rd anniversary of kwangbok […] ." On July 29, the Kwangbokhoe 광복회 40 protested the activities and terminology of the Kŏn'guk Committee. On August 1, Kwangbokhoe, together with the three oppositional parties, criticised the government for "neglecting the independence movement," accusing the Kŏn'guk Committee of "violating the constitution."
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In the wake of this critique, the government changed the name of the ceremony to "63rd anniversary of kwangbok and 60th anniversary of foundation […] ." However, continued usage of kŏn'guk in official documents and events persisted. As a result, the weeks leading up to 8.15 saw a sharp increase in protests against the kŏn'guk view. On August 7, fifty-five civic groups related to the independence movement filed an appeal to the constitutional court, claiming that commemoration events under the kŏn'guk view "neglect the continuity between the exile government 38 As analysed in detail in my M.A. thesis, media attention on the issues of kŏn'guk / kŏn'gukchŏl peaked in the first two weeks of August. Most newspaper articles on the issue can be found on August 16 and 17 (cf. Vierthaler 2018: 33-42; 103-105) .
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"Chŏng Kap-yun wiwŏn, kwangbokchŏl→kŏn'gukchŏl kaejŏngan ch'ŏrhoe 정갑윤 의원, 광복절→건국절 개정안 철회," Hankyoreh , September 12, 2008. 40 Kwangbokhoe is a civic organisation consisting of independence activists and their descendants with the aim to protect an "ethnic spirit" and the friendship among its members. Founded in 1965, it is one of the most influential organisations commemorating the independence movement. and South Korea as clarified in the constitution and therefore are unconstitutional."
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On August 11, student protests were reported in Hankyoreh.
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On August 13, various democratisation movement-related civic groups in a press conference demanded the term chŏngbu surip to be used when referring to August 15, 1948. 44 On August 14, the Democratic Party (the biggest opposition party by then) released a memorandum criticising official commemoration events to be "anti-historical" and "against Korean ethnic history." 45 The same day, KBS released an opinion poll on the kŏn'gukchŏl issue. According to this poll, only 21.1 per cent approved the proposed re-naming, whereas 67.1 per cent of respondents opposed it (Yi WB 2009: 85) . This is a significantly different result than the one published two years earlier by Chosun ilbo and can be interpreted as a first consequence of the discourse in media and society following the politicisation of the kŏn'guk view.
For the issue to arise as a serious dispute, the most-crucial blow came in form of broad resistance by specialised historians against the kŏn'guk terminology. On August 12, a memorandum signed by fourteen historical societies was published in Yŏksa Pip'yŏng 역사비평 [Critical Review of History].
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A major journal on Korean contemporary history, Yŏksa Pip'yŏng published special features on the establishment of the Northern and Southern governments and its legacy throughout its four issues of 2008. As early as in the foreword to the spring issue (no. 82, February), the journal adopted an editorial stance opposed to using of kŏn'guk when referring to the August 15, 1948; instead, it preferred using (nambuk) chŏngbu surip. "'Kŏn'gukchŏl' ch'ŏrhoe'rŭl ch'okku hanŭn yŏksa hakkye'ŭi sŏngmyŏngsŏ '건국절' 철회를 촉구하는 역사학계의 성명서," 역사비평 Yŏksa Pip'yŏng, 84, p. 14. 47 "Nambuk chŏngbu surip 60-chunyŏn'gwa sae-chŏngbu ch'ulbŏm 남북정부 수립 60 주년과 새정부 출범", 역사비평," Yŏksa Pip'yŏng, 82, pp. 6-14. contemporary history. 48 Similarly, other academic journals on (Korean) history saw the publication of articles critically dealing with the kŏn'guk view.
The memorandum published on August 12 strongly criticises not only the attempts to re-name 8.15, but also the way the Kŏn'guk Committee approached history. For the authors, the 2008 commemoration events are "ignoring the historicity of national memorial days." Unlike the draft bill for re-naming 8.15, the authors argued that the term kwangbokchŏl itself both incorporates the meanings of "liberation" (1945) and "proclamation of the state" (1948). Furthermore, history "is not created at will by [individual] politicians or by the sole judgements of only parts of the academic community, […] but by a huge number of research and discussion among scholars […] ." In other words, for the historians signing the memorandum, the activities of the Kŏn'guk Committee and the attempts to re-name 8.15 did not present history, but a mere ignorance of history.
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Despite these events, the central commemoration events were carried out as planned on August 15, 2008. At Kanghwamun gate in the heart of Seoul, on the grounds of Kyŏngbokgung palace, the event consisted of a speech by Lee Myung-bak, followed by a parade to Seoul City Hall. However, due to the official name of the ceremony containing the term kŏn'guk, the opposition as well as parts of the independence movement civic groups boycotted the ceremony. Instead of unifying society, as argued by advocates of the kŏn'guk view, the attempted re-framing of 8.15 had the opposite effect.
The three opposition parties held their own ceremony at the grave of Kim Ku, 50 whereas some civic groups held a commemoration ceremony at T'apgol park (T'apgol kongwŏn 탑골공원/塔谷公園) near Insadong in central Seoul. Some of the groups attended a reception with Lee Myung-bak at the Blue House but held their own ceremony at the Seoul Museum of History, celebrating not the sixtieth anniversary of state foundation but the eighty-nineth. In his commemoration speech, Lee Myung-bak presented South Korean history based on the kŏn'guk view.
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Despite the name-change to commemorate sixty-three years of kwangbok and sixty years of kŏn'guk, Lee's speech focused on the importance of 1948 for South Korea, presented in a terminology very close to the New 48 "Tangsindŭr'ŭi ch'ŏnguk, Taehan min'guk 당신들의 천국, 대한민국," Naeir'ŭl Yŏnŭn Yŏksa, 31, "Kŏn'gukchŏl' ch'ŏrhoe'rŭl ch'okku hanŭn yŏksa hakkye'ŭi sŏngmyŏngsŏ '건국절' 철회를 촉구하는 역사학계의 성명서," 역사비평 Yŏksa Pip'yŏng, 84, p. 14. 50 Kim Ku (1876 Ku ( -1949 was an independence activist and right-wing politician. A major rival to Syngman Rhee, Kim Ku boycotted the May 1948 elections and argued for the establishment of a unified government. He was murdered in front of his house in 1949. Right's intellectual thoughts (cf. Chŏng 2006) . The events of 1945 (kwangbok) were mentioned only twice, whereas foundation (kŏn'guk) was mentioned nine times. For Lee, South Korean history has to be seen as one in which "liberalism and market economy developed," which in other words was "a history of success," "a miraculous history." History should not "face the past" but "develop future-oriented." In this regard, large parts of Lee's speech did not focus on the meaning of 8.15 in South Korean history, but on challenges ahead. Rather than commemorating the past, Lee tried to paint a vision of his upcoming presidential term, by again naming the process of "advancing" (sŏnjinhwa) as a major goal of his policy. Therefore, Lee's speech can be called a policy direction speech rather than a commemoration speech.
Following the central commemoration events, both the progressive daily newspapers Hankyoreh and Kyunghyang sinmun strongly criticised the contents of Lee Myung-bak's speech. For Hankyoreh, the central issue following 8.15 was not about just whether to call 8.15 kŏn'gukchŏl or not, but how the dispute regarding the narration of 8.15 brought along further division both between the North and the South and within South Korean society.
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By celebrating solely the foundation of South Korea, South Korean history ran into the danger of becoming only a "history of a conservative, right-wing state." Kyunghyang sinmun more generally criticised the performance of Lee Myung-bak's presidency: focusing on re-framing 8.15 "ignores public sentiment," being a testimony that Lee's government is "six months of failure."
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On the other hand, in an editorial on August 14, the conservative Chosun ilbo argued that "kwangbok and kŏn'guk ought to be closely examined together." 54 For Chosun ilbo, the Roh government's historical reconciliation policies "were trampling on the founding history [kŏn'guksa 건국사/建國史]" and education and research "have fallen into left-extreme ideas"; therefore, "correcting [these views] is natural, the miraculous achievements of industrialisation and democratisation are the very history of South Korea."
The 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute in Newspapers
For a closer analysis of the dispute resulting from the attempt to re-name 8.15 and the central commemoration ceremony based on the kŏn'guk view, four major Korean newspapers have been analysed for this paper. The results of a quantitative analysis show the following results: (1) Reporting on the kŏn'gukchŏl issue was largely non- existent before July 2008. However, following the third draft bill, the issue began to appear in all four discussed newspapers and peaked in August; (2) the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute in newspapers ended in September, following the withdrawal of the draft bill; however, a number of articles continued to appear in Hankyoreh and Kyunghyang sinmun into December; (3) the dispute received most attention in Hankyoreh with sixty-six articles, followed by Kyunghyang sinmun with twenty-six, Chosun ilbo with eleven, and Tonga ilbo with ten articles.
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A) Hankyoreh and Kyunghyang sinmun: Opponents to the kŏn'guk View Among the four analysed newspapers, Hankyoreh did not only publish most of the articles on the subject (four in July, forty-two in August, seven in September)-it was also the most critical. Besides branding the kŏn'guk view as a neglect of the independence movement and of Syngman Rhee's own historical views (see above), the introduction of a kŏn'gukchŏl in the eyes of Hankyoreh constitutes a "celebration of the achievements of colonial rule," narrating South Korean history "through the lens of collaborators." Hankyoreh did not only publish articles supporting its own editorial stance, but also reported dissenting opinions on the kŏn'gukchŏl issue within the ruling Hannara Party, 59 and an interview with Hyŏn Kyŏng-byŏng 현경병, one of the proposers of the third draft bill. In the interview Hyŏn argued that, while "history always consists of light and shadows," re-naming 8.15 into kŏn'gukchŏl means to "commemorate the introduction of democracy and market economy to Korea instead of focusing on commemorating political separation," which Hyŏng deemed to be a "masochistic interpretation of history." Yŏng-ho, Kim Il-yŏng, and Yang Tong-an 양동안) : that 1948 marks the year when South Korea became an independent nation-state under international law, as opposed to the provisional government in Shanghai, which lacked any diplomatic recognition and therefore "was provisional to the last."
Furthermore, Hankyoreh published three articles written by historians specialised in Korean modern and contemporary history on the kŏn'guk (chŏl) issue. Kang Mangil 강만길, one of the key scholars of the reunification-oriented contemporary history (Em 2013: 152-155) , calls the kŏn'guk view to be "a neglect of modern and liberation period history." 61 Han Si-jun, a scholar on the independence movement and the provisional government, argues that the kŏn'guk view's argumentation is "impossible regarding legal, historical and sociological terms," with 2008 not marking the sixtieth anniversary of the foundation (kŏn'guk) of South Korea but the eighty-ninth.
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Han Hong-gu, a key member of the Truth and Reconciliation Committee, more generally criticises the New Right narration of history as an attempt of the heirs of the proJapanese collaborators to justify political division and the failure of purging proJapanese elements in 1948-1949 from a contemporary point of view of economic success; or, as Han argued, to "justify the first South Korean coup d'état carried out by the ch 'inilp'a" in 1948-1949. 63 In Kyunghyang sinmun the number of articles dealing with the kŏn'gukchŏl issue is significantly lower compared to Hankyoreh, but the basic argumentation is quite similar. In an editorial on August 4, Kyunghyang sinmun sees the core of the dispute in the historical evaluation of the issue of independence movements and colonial modernity and how New Right scholars, like Yi Yŏng-hun, are "trying to incorporate these views [into public memory and official history] without common consent among citizens." (Han 2017) , 1948 rather marks the "re-establishment" (chaegŏn 재건/再建) of South Korea, not only because of continuity in constitutional terms (see above), but also because of its choice of name (Taehan min'guk) and era name used in official documents. Sociologically, Han argues that similar institutions in Korea, which were dissolved and/or re-named at some point in their history, assess the moment of initial establishment as their foundation date. For example, Korea University was founded in 1905 as Bosung College and became Korea University only in 1946, but nevertheless celebrated its one-hundredth anniversary in 2005. For the above reasons, if there was to be a date for the foundation of the modern (South) Korean nation-state, it had to be 1919 (independence declaration and Shanghai provisional government) and not 1948, therefore making the kŏn'guk view's argumentation null and void. as the "father of the nation," as well as "a reinstatement of anti-communist state doctrine in combination with authoritarianism and a growth-above-all ideology."
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That the opposition and various independence movement civic groups held their own commemoration events of 8.15 for Kyunghyang sinmun is a "sad" and "confused" kwangbokchŏl.
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B) Chosun ilbo and Tonga ilbo: 1948 kŏn'guk yes, but kŏn'gukchŏl?
Compared to the two progressive daily newspapers, the overall number of articles dealing with the issue of kŏn'gukchŏl in August was low in Chosun ilbo (nine) and Tonga ilbo (six). However, Chosun ilbo published a high number of articles dealing with kŏn'guk 60-nyŏn (sixty-seven) or kŏn 'guk 60-chunyŏn (107) . As the funding of academic conferences supporting the kŏn'guk view by Tonga ilbo (cf. Yi IH 2011) or the editorials of Chosun ilbo on August 15, 2006 August 15, , 2007 August 15, , and 2008 show, both newspapers supported the kŏn'guk view and the Kŏn'guk Committee's approach to the state commemoration events. However, as the analysis below reveals, they did so in different ways.
Tonga ilbo was rather conscious with using the word kŏn'guk as opposed to the more accepted term of promulgation of the government (chŏngbu surip) in its articles. While not referring to the events of 1948 as kŏn'guk, Tonga ilbo nevertheless supported the focus of the state commemoration events on 1948 rather than 1945. On the other hand, Chosun ilbo took a highly positive stance towards the issue. As shown above, the paper strongly supported the kŏn'guk view and openly used the term kŏn'guk. For Chosun ilbo, sixty years of South Korean history are mythical: "There were numerous hardships and conflicts. However, those were overcome […] . To this day, with the exemption of the developed nations, there is no democracy like South Korea. This is […] the South Korean myth […] and lets us fully realise just how accurate the decisions made by the founding fathers were." 69 For Chosun ilbo, South Korean history is a fundamentally positive one, attributed to its "founding fathers" (Syngman Rhee, Park Chung-hee).
Among the low number of articles dealing with the kŏn'guk view in both newspapers, two pieces by scholars elaborating on the kŏn'guk view worthy of an analysis were published. On August 1, Kim Sŏng-ho 김성호, a professor of political thought at Yonsei University, elaborated on the kŏn'gukchŏl issue from the concepts of chŏngt'ongsŏng 정통성/正統性 and chŏngdangsŏng 정당성/正当性.
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Both terms are usually translated as "legitimacy," but Kim uses the English translations of "orthodoxy" for the former and "legitimacy" for the latter in his essay. For Kim, the debate on the foundation of (South) Korea was one on historical continuity. From an ethnic perspective, as an ancient state, "orthodoxy" represents a "diachronic concept for foundation." In South Korean terms, orthodoxy with the ethnic nation is provided by continuity with the independence movement and the provisional government as written in the founding constitution's preamble. "Legitimacy" on the other side is defined by Kim as a "synchronous concept," "deriving from continuous and voluntary acceptance among citizens." In South Korean context, the elections of May 1948 and diplomatic recognition by the UN in December of the same year "provide the modern nation-state [of South Korea] with legitimacy." Therefore, there is no problem for 1948 to be interpreted as the year of "foundation" of South Korea, since the term kŏn'guk can both point to 1919 and 1948.
On August 11, Yi In-ho, as an important proponent of the kŏn'guk view and a principal member of the commemoration committee, acknowledged that the Kŏn'guk Committee's activities lacked proper recognition in wide parts of society and that its thoughts and ideas need to be "sorted more straightforward and clearly." the Kŏn'guk Committee's aims. For Yi, the kŏn'guk view does not neglect the independence movements' history; rather it celebrates the "establishment of a republican state."
The MCST Booklet and the Dispute Shifting to Academics
Following the intense discussion on how (not) to place 8.15 in public memory in the summer of 2008, the Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute quietly faded away in the early weeks of autumn. On September 12, Chŏng Kap-yun formally withdrew the draft bill for renaming 8.15 into kŏn'gukchŏl. Apologising for "causing division and conflict in society," Chŏng also expressed "unfortunate feelings that the genuine aims of the draft bill have been distorted by some" and hoped that this withdrawal leads the dispute to fade away, thereby enabling Lee to focus on his policies. The booklet, as stated above, was written by New Right affiliated scholars and narrates South Korean history based on the kŏn'guk view. Hankyoreh's article was published one day after Lee Myung-bak declared the historical reconciliation policies of the Kim/Roh governments to have "broken South Korean legitimacy."
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In its reporting, Hankyoreh not only criticised the contents dealing with 1948, but saw the whole booklet as an attempt to whitewash Syngman Rhee's and Park Chung-hee's autocratic rule. Despite being a historical booklet, one of six chapters was devoted to ideological concepts proclaimed by the New Right and Lee Myung-bak's political slogans and goals (sŏnjinhwa, etc.), whereas the Jeju Incident and the Kwangju Uprising were mentioned only very briefly.
Protests ensued, first by survivors and bereaved families of the Jeju Uprising (December 23) and by the committee to commemorate the provisional government (December 25). 
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76 to the state, demanding a formal apology from the Minister of Culture, and the disposal of the distributed booklets. 77 Yu In-ch'on 유인촌, the Minister of Culture, paid a visit to Kwangbokhoe the same day, offering his "regret" to members of the organisation. 78 However, Kwangbokhoe did not withdraw its decision to return the medals and instead waited for the MCST to act, sending their own letters to institutions the booklet was distributed to, demanding to sort out and rearrange the "wrong parts."
Following the clash between civil societies and the MCST, the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute ended. The term disappeared from public documents and media thereafter. Also, the mandate of the Kŏn'guk Committee ended on December 31. The 2009 commemoration events were held as the "64th anniversary of kwangbok," with the focus of the events on the 1945 liberation. The name kwangbokchŏl remains unchanged to this day (April 2018), although a fourth, unsuccessful draft bill to re-name 8.15 was presented in the National Assembly in 2014.
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For Ha Sang-bok (2012), the major reason the introduction of a kŏn'gukchŏl failed was because Lee Myung-bak did not consult with specialised historians. Instead, the commemoration events of 2008 were strongly anti-Roh in character and lacking any historical substance.
However, the dispute on how to narrate the events of 1948 in South Korean contemporary history was only about to begin among scholars. Following a collection of lectures published on August 15, 2008 by advocates of the kŏn'guk view (Kim YH et al. 2008) , books and articles were to follow in 2009, leading to the publication of extensive elaborations by the advocates (Yi CY et al. 2011; Kim YH 2015; Yang 2016) and opponents (Han 2017; Yi IJ 2017; Yun 2017 ) alike in recent years. However, to the present day, a dialogue between both sides has rarely taken place and the issue on how to evaluate the South Korean state foundation remains unresolved.
Conclusion
In the early 2000s, the emergence of the New Right represented a challenge to intellectual thought in South Korea. Dissatisfied with the policies perceived under the Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun governments, the New Right took on the task to re-
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The kŏn'guk hunjang was established in 1962. It is awarded by the president for outstanding meritorious services in the interest of founding or laying a foundation for South Korea. Around 8,000 people have received the order, most of them posthumously (e.g., Kim Ku). narrate South Korean contemporary history by changing history textbooks and public memory into a state-centred ideology. A major contested issue was the history and memory associated with the creation of the South Korean state in 1948 and 8.15 as a memorial day. The New Right proposed a historical view narrating the legacy of 8.15 not focused on liberation from colonial rule, ethnical division, and the difficult legacies of colonialism, as was the mainstream narrative up until then, but on the foundation of later economic success and prosperity. Simultaneously, concrete attempts to re-name 8.15 into Foundation Day (kŏn'gukchŏl) emerged.
Shortly after Lee Myung-bak became president, the New Right's interpretation of history became the official narrative of the 2008 South Korean commemoration events. Together with repeated attempts in the National Assembly to re-name 8.15, this previously uncontested aspect of Korean history became widely discussed in politics, civil society, and the media for most of the summer of 2008. Proponents of the view argued for the need to create a "positive view" of history; opponents see in it a whitewashing of history to justify authoritarianism, state violence, and the failure of resolving the collaboration issue in the name of economic success and prosperity while neglecting Korean resistance to colonial rule. For the issue of 8.15 as the foundation day of modern South Korea, the New Right's claims are valid if seen through political eyes. However, this neglects the turbulent years that preceded the establishment of South Korea, the violence and context behind these events. I see in the dispute the clashing of two diametrically opposed academic disciplines: political science strongly influenced by Western concepts of statehood and modernism on the side of the New Right, and an ethnic interpretation of history, highly post-colonial and critical towards the state, in combination with the achievements of twenty years of historical research into the issues of state violence.
In a repetitive struggle for hegemony over narrating official history, the New Right's re-narration of 8.15 presented a serious challenge to established discourse. However, due to broad resistance by historians, the re-naming of 8.15 ultimately failed. This took the dispute into academics, where proponents and opponents of the 1948-centred narrative continue to argue on how to evaluate and place 8.15 up to this day. The central issue in the 2008 Kŏn'gukchŏl Dispute is not whether South Korea was founded in 1948 or not. The dispute rather must be evaluated as a prime example of a non-existing dialogue between two different approaches to narrating history. If asked how to place 8.15 in South Korean history, there is no clear answer: Liberation from colonial rule; establishment of separate governments and division; foundation of the modern South Korean nation-state-they all have their validity and need to be weighed up against each other in professional academic historiography. History is never black and white; it always incorporates complex ways of in-between. It is the task of historians to properly evaluate and narrate complex issues like the legacy of the founding of South Korea. Korea (1972 Korea ( -1980 
